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= la agua

= caer en el techo

= el fango

= el hoyo o la estanteria

= la piedra caliza

= la roca

= la altura estanteria

= la piedra flujo

= la altura de techo

= la pendiente
(abajo, en dirección extendida)

= no explorado

= las estalagmitas pequena

= curso arroyo
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passage that appears to take high volume
in the wet season. We quickly found an
upstream sump and exploration of the
downstream passages was halted by tootight passage. On a later expedition, we
discovered a very nicely decorated bypass
passage that dropped back down to the
stream level upstream from the sump. This
was impressive borehole passage 12 to 20 M
wide and extending both up and downstream
for about 0.50 KM in total. We named this
Rio Dos Viejos after Darrell and me. I,
personally, have never seen passage that,
while “dry” this time of year, looked to be
such a fury of wall to wall whitewater in the
wet season. We swam in a long, deep pool
at the upstream extent of the passage to

Cave crayfish in Jet Cave. White, cave
adapted fish were also found in the deep,
terminal sump pool.
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low air space that appeared to continue. So
while this is our current limit to exploration,
this cave is obviously part of a huge master
system heading upstream and deep into the
mountain. Whether this can be explored
without scuba remains to be seen.
What is a quasi-resurgence cave? It
appears that, during the wet season, water
does flow through impassable passage to a
lower cave we named Jet Cave, located a
short distance downslope. This cave is so
named because Paco reports that it sounds
like a jet engine during the rainy season.
And according to Paco, about 10 days a
year during the highest rainfall, water flows
overland from the entrance of Paco’s Cave
in the obvious channels before flowing back
into Jet Cave a short distance later. So Paco
Ranch Cave is also a pressure valve cave that
only resurges when the tight lower passage is
overwhelmed by extreme flow events.
For a relatively small cave, Jet Cave
packs a nice punch of enjoyable and sporty
passage including wading in nipple deep
pools before finally arriving at a beautiful
sump pool with blind white fish. The sump
looks clear, deep and inviting to any cave
diver although it is worth noting that the
Rio Domingo is no more than 2 Km away.
It was mentioned earlier that there is
a cave right next to the road according to
Gustavo’s report. We found this “Roadside

Cave” and followed the pleasant, roughly 10
M wide passage for one Km before coming to
a big, wide sand room. At the far side, a big
breakdown slope gains considerable altitude
before splitting into passages left and right.
The left passage turned out to be the most
interesting, leading to a show-cave worthy
ballroom of massive formations and rimrock
pools. And it continued. A long handline
slope led down to a large muddy borehole
up to 40 M wide that gradually ascended to
another breakdown slope, past deep, dry
gours up to 2 M deep and finally to a sublime
formation area of draperies, columns and
glistening pagoda totems. While the “Lyle

Danika readies for a swim in the strong
currents and deep water of Rio Cave.

